
                                            QUEENSLAND CHAMPIONSHIPS

    Hazzard Risk
1. Sunburn, skin cancer Likelihood of competitors being sunburnt,

contributing to an incidence of future skin cancer.

2. Persons under the influence of alcohol Likelihood of an accident, if people are not in full 
    or drugs control of what they are doing.

3. Fishing in strange or unfamiliar areas Competitors possibly going missing or in difficulties 
and not at starting / finishing point.

4. Inadequate safety equipment Personal injury and property damage from boating
 accidents.

5. Adverse weather conditions Accidents and incidents 

6. Cuts, spikes, bites, stings Possibility of being cut, spiked, bitten or stung 
when handling fish.

7. Line cuts, knife cuts Possibility of being cut by a line or knife.

8. Boat ramp safety Possibility of slips and falls on boat ramps.

                                                             LIGHT GEAR

9. Fishing in deep water Being bitten or drowned.

10. Night fishing Becoming lost or tripping over obstacles.

                                                SPECIAL JUNIOR LIGHT GEAR

11. No supervision Juniors becoming lost or in difficulty

12. Deep water Drowning or in difficulty

                                                        ROCK AND BEACH

13. Rock fishing Slips, falls, drowning 

14. Incidents on open beaches Getting into difficulty on beaches.
 

15. Adverse weather conditions Accidents and incidents



                                                              DEEP SEA

16. Adverse weather conditions Accidents and incidents

17. Lack of boating safety Accidents on board

                                                            OFF SHORE

18. Lack of boating safety Accidents and incidents in small boats

19. Adverse weather conditions Boating accidents

                                                         BOAT ESTUARY

20. Adverse weather conditions Accidents and incidents

                                                           FRESHWATER

21. Adverse weather conditions Accidents and incidents

                                                              CASTING

 
22 Casting ground inadequate The likelihood of a sinker striking somebody, causing

injury, or striking property causing damage.

23.Public walking on to casting ground Public injured by sinker or tripping over fishing 
lines lying on the ground.

24. Official or competitor being struck by a When a wayward cast or breakoff occurs, an out 
     sinker of control sinker could possibly strike a competitor

or official.

25. Adverse weather conditions Slips and falls, or being struck by a sinker.


